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DESIGN

DESIGN

“With the click of a mouse I can create separate plans for hardscape,
softscape, lighting, grading, etc. Making minor changes, large scale
revisions, or as built plans are quick and easy.”
STEPHEN MARZAHL,
Creative Environments Group

With DynaSCAPE Design, you can:
»» Produce designs in a fraction of the time

QUOTE

»» Utilize pre-drawn symbols of plants, pavers,

QUOTE

lighting, ponds and more

DynaSCAPE Design: The industry leading software for creating CAD-based landscape designs.

»» Create clusters with a click of the mouse
»» Add plant photographs to your drawings

MANAGE

»» Label your drawings with ease

You only need to see a single page of output from DynaSCAPE Design to appreciate just how comMANAGE

»» Prepare Plant Picture Catalogues

pletely computer-assisted design has come of age for the landscape industry. The quality of Dy-

»» Calculate areas and quantities instantly

naSCAPE Design drawings leaps off the page with varying line weights, precise shapes, and an artistic

»» Output your drawings in various formats

flare that makes it hard to believe that they weren’t hand-drawn.

COLOR
DynaSCAPE Design
helps you to:

COLOR
Draw
spectacular, information-rich designs

»» Save time

Add subtle coloring from the DynaSCAPE Color module, intricate shapes from the green industry’s

»» Be more efficient and more productive

leading suppliers, and color photographs from our huge online Plant Database for each species on

»» Create professional
for high-quality drawings
»» Impress more

for

your drawing, and the result is a spectacular, information-rich design that will amaze your clients, win
you new contracts and assist your crew as they bring your plan to life.

»» Sell more
In the field of CAD-based drawing for landscape designers, DynaSCAPE Design continues to lead the
way with a level of design quality that remains unequalled in the industry. And its seamless integration with the rest of the DynaSCAPE Suite makes it easy for you to transform your drawings into both
instant and accurate quotations, and windows of insight into the health and growth of your entire
landscape business.

genesisdesign.ca

Create designs in a hand-drawn style that look simply amazing

Find and add plants from the online Plant Database

Communicate great design ideas with great-looking designs
Produce consistently professional-looking output that will help you win contracts
Impress your clients with its easy to read, crisp, clean line weights

Choose from over 9,000 plants in USDA and Sunset zones
Plant photos and culture information supplied by Horticopia
Select plants by name and view full color images and complete descriptions
Build your own detailed, zone-specific plant material database

Set up new drawings quickly and easily
Just select your template, sheet size and scale
Layers come pre-set so no additional set-up is required
Even text and leader styles are predetermined to suit your drawing scale
Import images like property surveys to get you designing faster

Insert pre-drawn shapes from extensive symbol libraries
Over 1200 pre-drawn library figures, for all areas of landscape design: planting, natural
stone, paving stone, flagstone, mulch; swimming pools, ponds and water features; outdoor lighting, irrigation and woodworking
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Add plant photos to your drawings
Insert color photographs of all selected plants into your drawings with the Add Image tools
One tool lets you search for an image by name, another matches images to your plant label
No need to haul books and catalogues to show clients the plants you’ve selected

Label every component in your drawings
Plants are quickly auto-counted and labeled
Key labels allow plant schedules and quotes to be generated automatically
Fast labeling routines apply intelligent labels to every piece of the design

DESIGN

All new business starts with a proposal, and nothing

in your contract-winning strategy. What’s more, that same

brings a proposal to life like a beautiful, detailed, infor-

data can also be handed off to the third pillar in the Suite,

DESIGN
that you’ll likely use in the Suite, because it’s the one that

DynaSCAPE Manage, to give you unprecedented insight

mation-rich design. DynaSCAPE Design is the first tool

and control into your business’ bottom line.

makes creating those spectacular designs a snap. But its

How it fits into the
QUOTE
DynaSCAPE
Suite

power doesn’t end when you print out the drawing. You

DynaSCAPE Design is also the piece of the Suite that

can then take all of the information that you’ve labeled

integrates most closely with DynaSCAPE Color, the module

with QUOTE
Design and instantly generate full and accurate

quotes using DynaSCAPE Quote, the next secret weapon

MANAGE

COLOR

Calculate areas & quantities and add dimensions

for

your designs.

MANAGE

Build unique Plant Care Catalogues for your clients
Create full color plant picture portfolios in minutes
Instructions are generated in PDF format for easy for printing
Can also use your own images

that adds high-quality coloration and subtle shadings to

COLOR

Output your designs to multiple formats
Print a drawing to any printer type, or send it to a print shop as a plot file
Save drawings as Adobe PDF® or JPEG
Export to AutoCAD® as DWG & DXF files

Save time

for

Clusters figures, groups them into massings and auto-counts them for label quantities
Instantly calculates areas that would be time-consuming to calculate by hand
Handles unusual shapes with ease

Drawing revisions require much less effort
Store and reuse concepts and details
Use of layers allows multiple print-outs

Create layout/staking plans
Quickly create and print a dimension plan for on-site layout without having to redraw
Improve communication of your design ideas with the crews on site
No more time wasted measuring plans by hand

Design with Pride.

genesisdesign.ca

Enjoy all the features of an advanced CAD drawing tool
CAD functionality ensures drawing accuracy and speed
Drawing tools are specifically tailored for landscape designers
Scalable: no limits to the size or scale of the project
Can import existing AutoCAD® files in DWG & DXF format, such as existing site and floor plans

Get up to speed quickly with our extensive training resources
Learn step-by-step with the many self-paced video tutorials included with the program
Access to Manuals, Reference cards, Quick Start Guide and Online Forums
Access the online DynaSCAPE User forums to look up answers to your questions
Book introductory and advanced training classes offered throughout North America

Enhance the professionalism of your drawings and your business
Line thicknesses are pre-set by layer to industry-standard conventions
Used and recognized by prominent Colleges and Universities with Horticulture Programs
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DESIGN

DESIGN

“The new software was easy to learn– it’s very conducive to
being adopted by everyone in our environment.” RICHARD TURNER

QUOTE

QUOTE

MANAGE

MANAGE

PRESET DRAWING LAYERS
Line thicknesses are pre-set
by layer to industry-standard conventions

COLOR

MULTIPLE FILE FORMATS
Export drawings as Adobe
PDF® and JPEG,for
or import/
export to AutoCAD®

Senior Landscape Designer,
Juergen Partridge Ltd.

COLOR
WEB-BASED PLANT
DATABASE
Search plants by specific criteria,
view full color images with complete descriptions

for

LIBRARY MANAGER
Over 1200+ landscape specific symbols drawn to scale

EASILY CALCULATE AREAS & QUANTITIES
Instantly calculate the areas, plant quantities that
would be time consuming to calculate by hand

USER FRIENDLY DRAWING TOOLS
Use the easily accessible landscape
specific drawing tools

HATCH SELECTOR MANAGER
Use the built-in landscape hatch
patterns or create your own

When you adopt the DynaSCAPE Suite for your landscaping business, you are assured of having access to a wealth of
training and support resources to help you with your learning curve and your transition to automated designing, quoting
and business management.

Great training and support services accompany your purchase
First, we supply you with very comprehensive and very clearly written user manuals, which walk you through each step
of the path from initial installation to final design and quote printout. Second, we’ve created a huge list of helpful training videos that demonstrate both verbally and visually exactly how to accomplish each of the major tasks that you’ll be
wanting to learn. Third, you’re invited to sign up for our web-based training classes if you’d like guided instruction on the
program of your choice, at all levels, that you can access from the comfort of your own home or office. Fourth, you can
contact our Help desk at any time by phone or email and expect a prompt reply to your questions. And fifth, you can
find even more answers to common questions and problems by perusing our online user forum archives and the Articles
and Videos section of our web site.
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When you purchase the DynaSCAPE Suite, you’re not only acquiring
the industry-leading tool kit for managing your landscaping business

CORPORATE

overview

- you’re also obtaining the
services of the experts

who created it. The DynaSCAPE Suite was created by a partnership
of DynaSCAPE software designers and landscaping professionals,
who combined their complementary areas of expertise to create a
powerful, tailor-made system that meets the unique needs of green
industry professionals. Starting with an industry leading design and
estimation software tools, DynaSCAPE has expanded its product
suite to include a comprehensive end-to-end business management
tool that enables the contractor to manage their whole business.

DynaSCAPE is a division of Coyote Software Corporation which has

What you can expect when you hire
Coyote Software Corporation to automate your workplace:

been designing sophisticated, custom software systems for agencies

A software system that “gets” your business and work flow

sive experience building custom software solutions for specialized

Proven Microsoft® technologies

workplaces, and we have an extensive track record of successes. Our

Responsiveness to your training and support needs

emphasis on creating “software that fits your business” means that

Quick response times

in every direction that we apply our software designing expertise,

Extensive training and documentation

we take extra measures to learn and understand the workflow and

Post-installation follow-up

IT needs of the industry before we begin designing the system and

and businesses throughout North America since 1992. We have exten-

tools that will most effectively automate its activities.

A Foundation for

Business growth.
For more information about DynaSCAPE Software, a free web demo and
WITH WHITE
TAGLNE back guarantee, or to purchase online please visit:
30-day
money

www.dynascape.com
WITH BLACK TAGLNE

3425 Harvester Road. Suite 216
Burlington, Ontario
L7N 3N1 Canada
t. 1.800.710.1900 f. 905.639.9108
email: sales@dynascape.com

HORTICOPIA
Professional

Technology Partners

HORTICOPIA
Professional

Association Partners

HORTICOPIA
Professional

HORTICOPIA

Professional
Industry Partners

Used in over 75 colleges & universities across North America
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